Equipped with USB-C™ technology, the My Passport™ Ultra portable drive offers an easy way to expand your storage with a modern metal design that complements your PC. It's Windows® 10-ready out of the box to seamlessly deliver plug-and-play storage, while password protection with hardware encryption helps enforce the security of your content.
MY PASSPORT™ ULTRA
PORTABLE STORAGE

Product Features

USB-C ready, USB 3.0 compatible
Featuring the latest in USB-C™ technology, the My Passport™ Ultra portable drive delivers quick and easy storage for your PC, while the included USB 3.0 adapter makes sure it’s compatible with older machines.

Password Protection with 256-bit AES Hardware Encryption
The WD Security function within WD Discovery helps keep your files private with a password you can choose, making it easy to enable password protection and 256-bit AES Hardware Encryption.

Innovative style and function
Fusing modern anodized metal and textures, the My Passport™ Ultra portable drive is available in a variety of colors to seamlessly match your personal style and the latest computers.

Get More Out of WD Discovery
Included WD Discovery™ software* makes it easy to back up your photos, videos and documents to the My Passport Ultra drive. To help preserve your online life, WD Discovery allows you to import your content from popular social media and cloud storage services, like Facebook, Dropbox and Google Drive™.

Easy-to-Use Auto Backup Software
For your photos, videos or business documents, the WD Backup™ software included in WD Discovery makes it easy to help protect what’s important to you by automating your backup routine. Simply download WD Backup™, plug in your drive and set your hourly, daily or monthly schedule.

Windows Ready
My Passport Ultra is formatted for Windows® 10 to deliver plug-and-play storage out of the box. With WD Discovery™ software, you can also download the NTFS driver for macOS, so you can work seamlessly between operating systems without reformatting.

Product Specifications

CAPACITIES AND MODELS
4TB Silver: WDBFTM0040BSL-WESN
4TB Blue: WDBFTM0040BBL-WESN
2TB Silver: WDBBC3C0020BSL-WESN
2TB Blue: WDBBC3C0020BBL-WESN
1TB Silver: WDBBC3C0010BSL-WESN

DIMENSIONS
4TB
Length: 110mm (4.33 in)
Width: 81.6mm (3.21 in)
Height: 20.96mm (0.83 in)
Weight: 230g (0.51lb)

1-2TB
Length: 110mm (4.33 in)
Width: 81.6mm (3.21 in)
Height: 12.8mm (0.50 in)
Weight: 130g (0.29 lb)

SYSTEM COMPATIBILITY
System Requirements
Windows® 10, 8.1 or 7
Downloadable NTFS driver to read/write on macOS.
Reformatting required to use Time Machine on macOS. Compatibility may vary depending on user’s hardware configuration and operating system.

LIMITED WARRANTY
3 years

INTFACE-C (USB 3.0 compatible)

OPERATING SPECIFICATIONS
Operating temperature: 5°C to 35°C
Non-operating temperature: -20°C to 65°C
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*Social Media or Cloud account registration may be required. Social media and Cloud services may be changed, terminated or interrupted at any time and may vary by country.
As used for storage capacity, one terabyte (TB) = one trillion bytes. Total accessible capacity varies depending on operating environment. Product specifications subject to change without notice. Pictures shown may vary from actual products.
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